We study the proof-theoretic and computational 
Introduction
The combination of Gödel's negative-and Friedman's -translation yields a simple and flexible method for proving the ¥ ¼ ¾ -conservativity of the classical versions of various formal systems over their intuitionistic counterparts. With Kleene/Kreisel (modified) realizabiliy added one obtains a method for extracting computational content from classical proofs which can be applied to, for example, various extensions of Peano arithmetic and Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory [11] . Unfortunately, the method does not work for classical analysis formalized as an extension of Peano arithmetic with function variables plus the axiom scheme of countable choice Ò Ü ´Ò Üµ Ò ´Ò Òµ or dependent choice Ò Ü Ý ´Ò Ü Ýµ Ò ´Ò Ò ´Ò · ½ µ µ .
(the latter scheme is called in [19] ; see e.g. [14] , or [13] for other, equivalent forms of dependent choice). The method fails in this case because AE, the negative translation of , is not intutitionistically provable (from or any other intuitionistically valid principles). The same holds for AE and .
There are, however, other methods: Spector [27] extended Gödel's Dialectica interpretation [12] to classical analysis by interpreting AE by bar recursion in finite types. Another solution was given by Berardi, Bezem and Coquand [2] who used a special form of realizability to interpret AE. Oliva and the author [3] gave a modified realizability interpretation of the -translation of AEand AE based on a variant of bar recursion in finite types. Recently, a rather different, more machine oriented interpretation was proposed by Krivine [18] .
The significance of Spector's interpretation for reductive proof theory is widely regarded rather limited [10, 1] (but see [19] ), and the other interpretations mentioned above do not seem to make new contributions in this respect. However, there are improvements concerning the algorithmic behavior of the extracted realizers: In particular the realizer, let us call it¨, of AEgiven by Berardi, Bezem and Coquand is very appealing as it implements a clever 'demand driven' algorithm [2] which seems to be superior over the other solutions (e.g. bar recursion) which rather perform a 'blind' (though terminating) search.
The research presented in our paper was prompted by the desire to find a simple explanation and correctness argument for¨replacing the somewhat ad-hoc realizability interpretation and complicated proof in [2] . Indeed, we show that¨is the computational content of the (negative-andtranslated) classical proof of using the principle of open induction (and a realizer thereof).
The principle of open induction was formulated by Raoult [24] in a classical context and discussed by Coquand [6] from an intuitionistic point of view. It is a classical reformulation of Nash-Williams minimal-bad-sequence argument which is used in classical proofs of Kruskal's the-orem and related theorems [21, 6] . Open induction is the scheme of induction over infinite sequences ordered lexicographically, but restricted to predicates that are open in the pointwise topology. The restriction is necessary because the lexicographic ordering on infinite sequences is not wellfounded for arbitrary predicates.
As we will see, open induction fits well into the extraction method based on negative translation, -translation and realizability. In particular the modified realizability interpretation of open induction is straightforward and can easily be proven to be correct by open induction. In order to have closure under negative translation we will work with a version of open induction based on an intuitionistically slightly more general (but classically equivalent) notion of open predicates than in [6] . On the other hand we show that open induction is classically equivalent to the (intuitionistically apparently weaker) principle of update induction which corresponds to open induction over a wellfounded relation having descending chains of length at most two.
Our paper not only aims at proof-theoretic results, but also at developing methods that are of interest to practical program extraction from proofs. Our interpretation of open induction allows for a direct extraction of programs from classical proofs using the minimal-bad-sequence argument, avoiding the reduction of the minimal-bad-sequence argument to dependent choice. In order to facilitate applications we work with a finite type system and allow free predicate symbols as parameters which are not a-priory assumed to be decidable as well as additional Horn-axioms. 
Intuitionistic and classical arithmetic in finite types
We work in the following extension of Heyting arithmetic in finite types. Types are the base types´µ (denoting a singleton set), Ò Ø and ÓÓÐ , function types , product types ¢ , and finite sequences £ . We set Ò Ø .
Terms are typed lambda terms with the usual constants for the given types including constants for Gödel primitive recursion in all types over the natural numbers, the booleans (i.e. definition by cases), and finite sequences. We now recall some well-known facts about negativeand -translation adapted to our version of À . Gödel's negative translation, , double negates all atomic, disjunctive and existential subformulas of a formula.
Lemma 2.1 (a)
.
Proof. (a) is proved by induction on , (b) is proved by induction on derivations using (a) and the fact that À À for Horn-formulas À.
For formulas we define (the -translation of ) as the formula obtained from by replacing by and every other atomic subformula by .
Lemma 2.2 (a)
Proof. (a) is proved by induction on , (b) is proved by induction on derivations using the fact that À À for Hornformulas À.
Next 
Proof. Easy induction on .
We say an axiom system is closed under negative translation respectively closed under -translation if respectively for every ¦-formula .
Theorem 2.4 (Friedman) Suppose is closed undertranslation. Then is closed under Markov's rule, i.e. if , then
, for every ¦-formula .
Proof. Assume that is closed under -translation and
where is a ¦-formula. Then, by lemma 2.
. Since is closed under -translation and, by lemma 2.3 (b), is provable, it follows . An example of an axiom system satisfying the hypotheses of corollary 2.5 is transfinite induction on a (decidable) relation
Corollary 2.5 Let be closed under negative translation and -translation. Then
where ranges over arbitrary predicates. As already remarked, dependent choice, , and countable choice, both do not satisfy the hypotheses of corollary 2.5, neither does the scheme of extensionality, ÜØ. All these principles fail to be closed under negative translation.
Open induction and update induction
The principle of open induction we study here is, from an intuitionistic point of view, slightly more general than the one in [6] . For any predicate of arity´ £ µ and any quantifier É ¾ 
Ò « Ò ¬Ò Í´«µ Í´¬µ
Proof. This follows from the fact that in Í´«µ the variable « occurs only in contexts of the form «Ò where Ò is not lambda-abstracted.
As observed by Coquand [6] , the principle of open induction can be reduced intuitionistically to the following principle of relativized bar induction [19] (also called extended bar induction [29] Note that the proof of (b) involves induction on natural numbers while the proof of (a) does not. 
Lemma 3.6 Open induction and update induction are both closed under negative translation and -translation.

Theorem 3.7 Classical open induction is conservative over intuitionistic open induction for ¦-formulas. More precisely, a proof of ÇÁ Ð where is a ¦-formula translates via negative and -translation into a proof of ÇÁ .
A corresponding result holds for update induction.
Proof. Lemma 3.6 and corollary 2.5. 
Realizability
Since À has a well-known computational interpretation, e.g. in terms of realizability, theorem 3.9 reduces the problem of extracting computational content from proofs of ¦-formulas using dependent choice and classical logic to the problem of realizing update induction. In order to carry this out we will work with (a formalized version of) Kreisel's modified realizability [17] as described e.g. in [28] . For every formula and term Ö (of a type determined by ) the formula Ö ÑÖ is defined by induction on Proof. Induction on derivations using the fact that Ö ÑÖÀ°À for Horn-formulas À. 
Lemma 4.2 (a)
where again is a data type and is of type . We will show that open induction can indeed be realized using open recursion, and the restricted forms of update induction, ÍÁ ½ and ÍÁ ¾ (which are sufficient by theorem 3.9), are realized by update recursion (full update induction, however, seems to require a realizer similar to open recursion). In order to prove that the realizers we will construct are correct we need the following continuity principle for functionals of type
This principle holds in all constructively meaningful models of À . In particular it holds in the model of continuous functionals [15, 17] (see also section 5). 
ÑÖ «´ Ò Ý ´Ý « Ò Í´«Ò£Ý µµ Í´«µµ
We have to show¨ ÑÖ « Í«µ, which expands to « AE´AE ÑÖ ´«µ ¨ « AE ÑÖ ´«µµ. 
Program extraction
By program extraction in general we mean the process of extracting from a proof of Ü Ý ´Ü Ýµ a term¨such that Ü ´Ü ¨Üµ holds in a certain structure and the value of¨Ü can be computed for every instance of Ü. A natural structure for interpreting finite type languages is the model of total continuous functionals of Kleene [15] and Kreisel [17] (see also [22] ). This model satisfies the continuity principle and dependent choice (the latter holds because in a type is interpreted as the set of all sequences « AE
). Ershov [9] showed that is the extensional collapse of the total elements of the domain-theoretic model of partial continuous functionals [26] (where, of course, 'total' is meant here in the domain-theoretic sense and not in the sense of the proof of proposition 3.4). The model has the advantage that every computable functional of a type has a least fixed point. Hence for any extension of Gödel's system T (i.e the term system described in section 2) by constants with recursive defining equations, Ö , every closed term Ø has a natural value Ø in . It follows, by Ershov's result, that if a constant given by a recursive equation as above has a total solution in it has a solution in as well. Proof. Similar to the proof of theorem 5.2.
In order to interpret realizers as programs we need a correct and terminating operational semantics for terms (that may contain open or update recursors). To this end we will use Plotkin's adequacy theorem [23] relating the operational call-by-name semantics and the denotational domain semantics of PCF. Modulo some obvious adjustments the theorem applies our situation (i.e. extensions of Gödel's system T by recursively defined constants). The defining equations of the constants can be read as term rewriting rules which, together with the usual conversion rules for -calculus, can be used to define a call-by-name operational semantics. We call a closed normal term of a data type built from the constructors of data types (i.e. the boolean constants, zero, successor, the empty list, cons and pairing) a numeral. We will write Ò for numerals of any data type (not only Ò Ø). It is easy to see that any closed term of a data type is a numeral. Numerals are in a one-to-one correspondence with their values which are exactly the total elements in of a data type. We identify numerals with their values. on a finite initial segment of (see also the proof of theorem 4.5 for a similar argument).
We close with a simple example demonstrating that the functional given by Berardi It is now easy to see that if we use the BerardiBezem-Coquand functional, the program Ô will be operationally equivalent to Ò Ò (i.e. the number of computation steps is independent of Ò) whereas the realizer based on bar recursion in [27] and [3] would yield a program which, roughly, given Ò searches from 0 upwards until it eventually hits Ò.
Conclusion
We introduced a version of the principle of open induction (and a weaker form called update induction) which is closed under negative-and -translation, and therefore proves the same ¦-formulas classically or intuitionistically.
A modified realizability interpretation of open induction together with Plotkin's adequacy theorem provided us with a new and direct method for extracting programs from classical proofs using open induction. We also showed that the computational interpretation of the axiom of countable choice given in [2] can be derived from our interpretation of update induction.
We believe that our results will be useful for extracting interesting new programs from classical proofs of theorems in infinitary combinatory logic, such as Kruskal's theorem and generalizations thereof. In particular the fact that we may admit free predicate symbols which are axiomatized by Horn-formulas (the Horn-condition can even be slightly weakened [4] ), but for which no decision procedures are required, supports the extraction of programs from proofs in abstract mathematics. In contrast, program extraction based on Gödel's Dialectica interpretation [12] does use decision algorithms for atomic formulas unless one is satisfied with sequences or sets of candidates of realizers [8] , [5] , or upper bounds [16] (on the other hand, the Dialectica interpretation easily yields conservativity results for classical ¦ ¼ ½ -induction and classical quantifier free choice, but our method doesn't).
An interesting open problem, which is also discussed in [2] , is the question of how to extract programs from classical proofs using arbitrary (not necessarily countable) choice. Is there a generalization of open induction which matches this case as well?
